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clearly the present state of affairs is unsatisfactory and
dangerous and more stringent regulations are needed.
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Reactive arthritis
Reactive arthritis is defined as an aseptic arthritis closely
related to an episode of infection elsewhere in the body.
Bacterial enteritis is one well-known cause, non-gonococcal
urethritis with putative organisms is another; but in many
cases no source of infection is identified. Reiter's syndrome
is a particularly florid form with mucocutaneous and ocular
lesions, but the use of this term has led to the inelegant
"incomplete Reiter's syndrome" for the more common but
less florid cases. The synovitis usually starts acutely and is
frequently asymmetrical, with the knees and ankles most
commonly affected. Often there are also inflammatory lesions
of tendon sheaths and entheses, such as plantar fasciitis. A
careful examination will often elicit unsuspected pain and
symmetrical limitation of movement of the lumbar spine.
Radiographs at this stage are often normal. The severity and
duration of the acute episode are extremely variable, as is the
likelihood of recurrence, but a prolonged and stormy course
is more likely in individuals with certain histocompatibility
antigens, particularly HLA-B27.1

Reactive arthritis often occurs in association with enteritis
caused by salmonellas and certain shigella strains2 and in
Scandinavia particularly and occasionally in Britain with
yersinia infections; some forms of campylobacter enteritis
may also induce the reaction.34 These forms of reactive
arthritis may occur in prepubertal patients without sexual
contact, and in males urethritis is a frequent component of
these non-sexually acquired forms. A strong association of
promiscuous sexual contact surrounds reactive arthritis and
Reiter's syndrome, perhaps because urethritis is a common
feature and cases occur most frequently in the sexually active
years, but the evidence is circumstantial. Even in patients
with recent sexual contacts other known causes of infection
should be excluded before making a diagnosis of sexually
acquired reactive arthritis. Sex and reactive arthritis may have
become too closely associated in the minds of physicians. For
example,5 a 28-year-old man developed dysuria, urethritis,
and reactive arthritis after an episode of fever and diarrhoea,
with appreciably raised serum concentrations of antibody to
Yersinia enterocolitica; "he absolutely denied any recent sexual
contacts." Little information on promiscuity is available in
age-matched and sex-matched controls, and a recent study
of sexually acquired reactive arthritis failed to elicit a history
of recent contacts with new partners in 17% of the patients,
and not all urethral reinfections led to recurrences of reactive
arthritis.6 Chlamydias and ureaplasmas may be isolated from
the urethra or cervix of patients with reactive arthritis and
antibodies to these organisms may be found, but the frequency
of isolation is not greatly different from that in patients with

urethritis without reactive arthritis, in whom antibodies may
also be present-though often in lower titres. In short, Koch's
postulates remain unfulfilled for a "transmissible agent."
Possession of the antigen HIA-B27 affects severity and
prognosis, but reactive arthritis is not confined to persons
with it. Keat el al found that rather more of their patients
with sexually acquired reactive arthritis presenting in the
rheumatology clinic carried B27 than those in the venereology
clinic.
The clear links between reactive arthritis and bacterial

infection may provide useful clues to the mystery of
rheumatoid arthritis and other connective tissue diseases. In
some forms of reactive arthritis the mechanisms have been
partially unravelled. Several forms of meningococcal arthritis
occur with meningococcal meningitis, one being an aseptic or
reactive arthritis in which meningococcal antigen and antibody
are found in the blood and niay subsequently be shown
within polymorphs (together with complement) in affected
joints.7 That an aseptic or reactive arthritis may accompany
proved gonococcal urethritis has long been known, and this
form of non-bacterial "gonococcal" arthritis is more common
in Britain than in the United States, where classical gonococcal
arthritis is found as a complication of more severe and chronic
gonococcal pelvic infection. A recent report by L Rosenthal
and B Olhagen at the Fourth Congress of the South-east Asia
and Pacific Area League against Rheumatism in 1980
strengthened the view that some cases of postgonococcal
arthritis may be a true reactive arthritis rather than one
in which the sterile cultures of the joint fluid were merely
false-negative results. Careful prospective studies on the
lines used by Greenwood7 in his studies of meningococcal
arthritis may elucidate the mechanisms ofinduction in reactive
and other forms of arthritis. Identification in affected joints
ofsome fragment or amino-acid sequence specific to chlamydias
or ureaplasmas might allow us to conclude that sexually
acquired reactive arthritis is in fact sexually acquired.
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Patellar tendon rupture
Traumatic rupture of the patellar tendon occurs in the young
and is caused by sudden contraction of the quadriceps against
resistance.' The lesion usually occurs at the point where the
patellar tendon (sometimes less properly called the patellar
ligament) is attached to the lower pole of the patella, and less
commonly at its tibial attachment. Apart from injuries caused
by cutting with sharp objects such as glass or metal (and in one
instance a needle during diagnostic amniocentesis)2 a tear
through the substance of a normal tendon does not occur.3
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